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Abstract— In this paper, first ever attempt to automatic detection and extraction of Gujarati text from image has been 

presented. This method is based on Haar discrete wavelet transform (HDWT), edge detection and connected component 

analysis.  The distinct features of Gujarati script make it hard to directly apply the existing text detection methods designed for 

English, Chinese and other languages. In proposed work, first high-frequency wavelet coefficients are extracted using HDWT 

and then sobel filter is applied on to detect candidate text edges. Then connected component analysis is performed using area 

geometric feature to get rid of non-text area. The proposed method is tested on a variety of images such as images of complex 

background and images of different fonts, colour, and size of text. The experiment on over 878 images show that the proposed 

method can detect regions and isolation of text perfectly including modifier. The proposed framework has achieved a precision 

of 0.91, recall of 0.97 and f measure of 0.94. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

Text is a fundamental medium for visual communication.  

Various Images like – Charts, Logos, Graphs, Maps, 

Headers, Footers and Equations – may contain vital data in 

form of texts embedded in images. Current tools and search 

engines can detect text written in text document but are 

unable to extract any text from such type of images [1].  

Automatic text detection from image is useful to access and 

utilize textual information. Factors contributing to the 

complexness of the text detection problem include: non-

uniform background, complexity of image backgrounds, 

mixture of font sizes and styles, orientations, alignment, 

reflections, shadows, low-quality of image list to few. 

Content-based image/video search, analysis and 

understanding have made text extraction a crucial task. So, In 

an Image processing research, it is necessary to make 

systems that allow us to understand image content, meaning 

and searching. 

Over the past number of decades, Text extraction from 

images/video have many useful applications and several 

researchers have contributed to the progress in the field:  

multimedia retrieval [2, 3, 4], visual input and access [5, 6, 

7], industrial automation [8, 9, 10], detection of vehicle 

number plate [11, 12], keyword based image search, and 

serving to visually impaired individuals [13, 14, 15, 16].  

 

A. Characteristics of Gujarati script  

Gujarati is an Indo-Aryan language, one of the official 

languages of India and used as linguistic communication to 

the Indian state of Gujarat.  It has twelve vowels (known as 

Swar) and thirty six consonants (referred to as Vyanjan) 

known as basic symbols, and ten digits (known as numerals). 

In addition to basic symbols, diacritics (dependent vowel 

modifier) are used to express the linking of vowels with the 

core consonants. The diacritics can appear before, after, 

above, or below the basic symbol as shown in Fig. 1. 
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    Figure 1. Position of base character and modifier 

 

 Gujarat script can be partitioned into three logical zones: 

Upper, Middle and Lower [17, 18] as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2. Zone in Gujarati script 
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Normally, Modifier binds to Upper/lower zone, whereas the 

consonants and vowel occupied in the middle zone. Middle 

zone may contain sub-parts of modifier i.e. some modifier 

appears in more than one zone.  

One more characteristics of Gujarati script not found in 

Devanagari language and other Indian script like Bangle and 

Hindi is that it doesn’t have shirorekha or Header lines. 

Spotting Gujarati text in complex background images 

becomes a difficult problem, because of the 

distinctive features of the Gujarati text compared to the other 

most often used languages. The distinct features make it hard 

to directly apply the existing text detection methods designed 

for English, Chinese and other languages.  Compared to 

other languages, Gujarati has enormous diversity in text 

writing like:  

(i) Absence of shirorekha: The presence of shirorekha in 

different Indian languages helps to identify text lines and 

simplifies extraction of upper modifiers. In Gujarat script 

absence of shirorekha make it difficult for the extraction of 

upper modifiers, segmentation of text lines, and words 

extraction from Gujarati text 

(ii) Some characters like   are made of two or 

more distinct curve/shape and have space within the 

subpart of the character, which cause untrue determination 

of character boundaries and decode a single character into 

more than one characters.  

(iii) The modifiers like  (kano) associated with the basic 

characters.  

(iv) Space between middle zone and upper/lower zone, i.e. 

upper part or lower part may not be connected with middle 

zone, cause issue in line extraction.  

(v) Due to its shape and size, it is difficult to decide whether 

or not upper modifier anusvar (
.
) is element of text. It will 

be simply mistaken as noise. 

(vi) English characters presence solely within the middle zone, 

therefore, minimum height is fixed according to the height 

of the characters; however this cannot apply for Gujarati 

script because of the appearance of characters in all the 

three zones. 

(vii) Diversity of text: Text in document usually appears with 

regular font, single colour, consistent size and uniform 

arrangement. While Gujarati texts in book cover page, 

books for kids, story books etc. may carry entirely 

different fonts, colours, scales even within the same image. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section two 

briefly reviews the related works. In Section three, the 

complete description of the used technique for Gujarati text 

detection and localization is given. Text segmentation and 

binarization process is described in section four. The dataset 

and analysis protocols are elaborated in section five. Sixth 

section provides experimental results on various kinds of 

images. Finally, we give conclusion in Section seven 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

 

In recent years researchers from various communities like 

computer vision, pattern recognition and document analysis 

have projected many methods for text detection and 

recognition in natural images. Text detection and localization 

from image is worldwide problem in image processing and 

information retrieval. Lots of work has been done and several 

methods have been proposed in these direction. All these 

methods have pros and cons of their own, so there is always 

a possibility for improvement. 

Text localization methods are classified into three classes: (1) 

texture based methods (2) Region based method (3) Hybrid.  

 

1) Texture based methods: In this method texts are 

considered as a special type of texture and textural-related 

properties, such as local intensities, filter responses, wavelet 

coefficients, gradients, FFT etc, are used to make a 

distinction between text and non text areas in the images. It 

has ability in processing complex background. In back side, 

these methods suffer from high complexity as all locations 

and scales should be scanned. In addition, these methods 

mostly handle horizontal texts.  

 

(2) Region based method: This approach may divide in two 

classes based on: (i) connected component (CC), and (ii) 

edge detection. 

(i) Connected Component based methods: These methods 

first detect potential components through a kind of ways 

(e.g., clustering). Then it removes non-text components using 

manually designed rules, geometrical constrain, or various 

automatically trained classifiers. Normally, these methods 

are efficient, simpler to implement, and computationally 

inexpensive, because the number of components to be deal 

with is quite small.  The main drawback of CC method is not 

very robust for locating text regions in images which have 

complex background.  Component based text localization has 

been widely explored in [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25]. 

 (ii) edge-based method: References [26, 27, 28, 29, 30] used 

edge based methods, which depends on contrast between text 

and background. Key of this method is the ability to process 

low contrast text image and variant text size.  

 

(3)Hybrid method: Both region based and texture based 

method have their advantages and drawbacks. Some 

researchers use Hybrid methods, which makes use of the 

benefits of each of these methods. To improve robustness on 

various text categories, hybrid features have been applied in 

text detection /localization [23, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 

38].  

Some researchers also used classifiers like AdaBoost[15, 

39,40,41], CRF[34, 36, 42],  neural network [43], SWT[44, 

45, 46, 47, 48] ,SVM [49] and MSER [41,50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 

55]. 
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The ICDAR Robust text Reading Competition has been held 

for no. of times [56,57,58,59,60,61], organized around 

challenges to cover a wide range of real-world situations and 

text images contain mostly English languages. 

 

In literature, Work is found for text detection and localization 

for languages like English, Chinese [44,62,63,64,65,66], 

Japanese[67], Farsi/Arabic [68],  Arabic[69,70,71], Kanji 

[72], Korean [73,74],  Urdu [75], Uyghur  [76,77]. 

In addition to multi-oriented [78, 79] text detection, 

Researchers also worked on Multilingual/ Language 

independent approaches [80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86] for text 

detection.  

 

Work is also discovered for Indian languages (script) such as, 

Telugu [87,88],  Devanagari [89],  Gurmukhi [90,91] and 

Bangla [70,92],  Kannad [93,94,95].  Few researches put 

their attention on Gujarati OCR [17, 96, 97, 98, 99] as well.  

In the direction of text extraction for Gujarati language, 

perhaps, first and only work for Gujarati language is found in 

2014[1], which has concentrated on segmentation and 

recognition of Gujarati printed numeral from image with 

success of more than 95% recognition. However, to the best 

of our knowledge, there is no work reported for detecting and 

extracting Gujarati text from image.  

 

Patel and Desai [1] presented testimonial for segment and 

recognize Gujarati numeral from image. In this work, 

researcher used edge detection, dilation and connected 

component analysis to detect Gujarati numeral from of 

images. This method successfully worked on variety of 

images like textured, map, magazine cover pages, and noisy 

images. 

 

Dholakia et. al.  [18] developed algorithm for three zone 

separation of Gujarati printed text by slop of line. In this 

work a smearing algorithm is used for joining modifiers 

(matras) with the text, horizontal and vertical profiles are 

used for separating words and lines respectively.  

 

In 2016, ali and hasim [26] proposed technique for scene text 

detection and localization from image based on discrete 

wavelet transform, edge detection, connected component and 

morphological operation. Method give good result for law 

contrast image, but it fails to produce clear background for 

text extraction. Manjunath et. al. [83] used combination of 

wavelet transform and Gabor filter to extracts texture 

features and sharpens edges of an input image. First single 

level 2-D wavelet decomposition is performed to obtain 

approximated and detailed co-efficient. Then detail co-

efficient are merged and averaged to extract efficient texture 

feature information. In next stages, Gabor filter is applied to 

detect edges, k-means algorithm to crate cluster, 

morphological operations are performed to obtain connected 

components, and wavelet entropy is used to determine the 

true text region of an input image. 

 

Desai [96] presented OCR for handwritten Gujarati numeral 

recognition using a novel hybrid features extraction 

technique. In year 2010, Desai [97] described how various 

parameters like paper, writing style, pen etc. affect Gujarati 

numeral recognition. He also presented an OCR system for 

handwritten Gujarati numbers, in which, smoothing thinning, 

skew detection, correction and normalization is performed. A 

multi-layered feed forward back propagation neural network 

is used for Gujarati numeral classification. This system 

achieved success rate of 71.82% for standard fonts, 91% for 

handwritten training sets and 81.5% for testing sets. 

 

Desai [98] presented OCR for handwritten Gujarati numeral 

recognition using hybrid features and Knn classifier. Here, 

16 features are calculated by dividing image into 16 

subimage and then find total number of pixels in each 

subimage. Aspect ratio of image is also considered as a 

feature. Thus 17 features are used for numeral identification. 

Patel and Desai [17, 99] addressed problem of word 

segmentation for Gujarati handwritten script. In this work 

they used Radon transform for skew detection and 

correction. More work for zone identification from Gujarati 

text is reported by Patel and Desai [99], which addressed 

problem of zone separation for handwritten Gujarati script, 

find three zones by its profile analyses and achieve accuracy 

of 75.2, 75.2, and 86.6 % for separating upper, middle, and 

lower zones respectively.  

 

Gllavata et al. [100] automatically detect horizontally aligned 

text using wavelet transform.  The distribution of high-

frequency wavelet coefficients is used to characterize text 

and non-text regions. Then k-means algorithm is used to 

classify text regions and projection analysis is used for text 

localization. Work presented in [101] is for fast and robust 

text lines detection in complex images and video frames by 

using multiscale wavelet features. In this work all possible 

text pixels are merged using a density-based region growing 

method, candidate text lines are separated by structural 

information and an SVM classifier is used to identify true 

text from the candidates based on the selected features. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

 This research uses hybrid approach for Gujarati text 

detection and localization from images, which is a 

combination of texture based and region based methods. 

Taking advantages of these two types of methods, the 

proposed work is suggested in three phases.  In first phase 

potential text regions are detected using Haar Discrete 

Wavelet Transform (HDWT) and edge detection followed by 

connected component analysis. In second phase text is 

located and isolated using connected component bounding 
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box information. In third phase binarization is performed and 

text is clearly separated from background. 

Here is brief algorithm for Gujarati text localization, 

extraction and binarization from images.  

 

Step-1: Take colour image. 

Step-2: Perform preprocessing. 

Step-3: Obtain detailed features of an image using HDWT. 

Step-4: Extract Gujarati candidate text edges by applying 

Sobel operator, Weighted OR and dilation operation 

on detailed components. To locate text region for 

candidate text, CC analysis and bounding box 

information is used.  

Step-5: Detected text is extracted from original image and 

segmented. Segmented text is binarized in such way 

that text is white and background is black regardless 

of polarity. 

Following sections described algorithm in detail. 

 

A. Preprocessing 

Here, during this step, Y element, which represents the 

luminance information, is extracted from colored image by 

forming weighted sum of the R, G and B elements using (1). 

   


















B

G

R

Y *114.0587.0299.0

   (1)

 

This research uses luminance elements (Y) for next 

processing step and the whole Gujarati text detection 

algorithm afterward.  

By applying median filtering the noise of image is reduced 

and simultaneously edges are also preserved. 

 

B.  HDWT 

The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is a useful tool for 

signal analysis and image processing. Wavelet transform is 

capable of providing information on frequency and location 

information concurrently. The transform of a signal is just 

another way of representing the signal. Actually, it does not 

change the information content present in the signal.  

 

In DWT, Signals are analyzed by passing it through an 

analysis filter bank, namely low-pass and high-pass filters. 

The low pass filter makes smooth variation between gray 

level pixels while the high pass filter makes high variation 

between gray level pixels. So, wavelet has ability to detect 

edges during high-pass filtering and provides details in term 

of textual content during low-pass filtering.  

 

DWT decomposes signal into a coarse approximation and 

detail information. 2-D DWT hierarchically split an input 

image into four components. Actually, the 2D DWT is 

basically a one dimensional analysis of a 2D signal. It only 

operates on single dimension at a time, by analyzing the rows 

and columns of an image separately to produce four different 

components, one average component (LL) and three detail 

components (LH, HL, HH)   delineated as:  

1. LL components:  It contains coarse approximation of the 

image and removes all high frequency information. I.e. 

in this sub-band average components are detected. 

2. LH components: It represents horizontally low-frequent 

and vertically high-frequent components. This sub-band 

emphasizes information along the rows and preserves 

horizontal features, which results in detection of the 

horizontal edges.   

3. HL components: It corresponds to horizontally high-

frequent and vertically low-frequent components. This 

sub band emphasizes data along the columns and 

preserves vertical features, which results in detection of 

the vertical edges. 

4. HH components: This sub-band holds the horizontally 

high-frequent and also the vertically high-frequent 

components.  It tends to isolate localized high-frequency 

point features, and focuses on the diagonal edges 

5.  

This research makes use of the Haar wavelet to obtain the 

detailed features of an image for which a Gujarati text pixel 

is most likely to be located.  Haar wavelet is chosen as a 

result of its effectiveness in text feature characterization. In 

addition to this, it is efficient in computation than other 

wavelet with filter coefficient as either 1 or -1. Haar works 

on data by pairing up input values, calculating the 

summation and differences of adjacent elements (or pixels), 

recursively as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3. Single level decomposition of DWT 

 

 Fig. 4 shows Wavelet decomposition componenets.  
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Figure 4. Single level decomposition of HDWT (a) original 

text image (b) Wavelet decomposition components 

 

C. Extraction of candidate text edges 

Gujarati Text edges are relatively short and composed of 

Horizontal, Vertical, and/or Diagonal edges. The Gujarati 

text edges could be visible in either one or more of the three 

edges.  So, we can determine the text regions to be the 

regions where those three kinds of edges are intermixed. 

Another fact is that text pixels have high variation around its 

surrounding pixels; therefore a technique based on edge 

detection is appropriate.  

Keeping this features in mind, first, strong edges viz. 

Horizontal (E
H
), Vertical (E

V
), and Diagonal (E

D
) are 

extracted from each detail components LH, HL and HH 

respectively by applying Sobel edge operator [102]. Then, 

three edges E
H
, E

V
, and E

D
 are clubbed together so no text 

edges get missed.  The resulting edge image ‘E’ is given by 

(2). 

E = E
H
 |  E

V
 |  E

D
  (2) 

where “ |” is “logical OR” operator. 

The resulting edge image “E” contains edges equivalent to 

text area within the input image as shown in Fig. 5.  

 
Figure 5. (a-c)After applying sobel operator on detail 

components and (d) edge image after fusion of E
H
, E

V
 and E

D
 

D. Morphological operation 

In next step, morphological dilation with square structuring 

element is applied on edge image E. In this way, small 

instructions into boundaries of a text region are filled in and 

it is attainable to recover the text areas that fail to be 

detected. The size of the structuring element for dilation 

process has been predetermined based on experimental 

evaluation. 

 

E.  Text Region Detection: 

This stage localizes text regions through connected 

component analysis and boundary boxes generation. 

1. Connected component (CC) analysis 

The CCs-based routines assists text detection by dividing 

problem into sub tasks: (1) extract CCs from the image (2) 

produce text areas from the obtained CCs by investigating 

shape features, and (3) find candidate text area to obtain final 

text detection results. 

 

To cluster along pixels that belong to the similar text area, 

the 8-connected component labeling is performed using 

procedure delineated in Haralick et al. [103]. Then 

components (CC) are extracted in conjunction with their 

bounding box (BB) information for analysis, where 

Bounding Box referred to smallest rectangle that precisely 

fits component. Several components extracted are not 

elements of Gujarati- texts. Thus it is necessary to filter-out 

non-Gujarati-text regions.  

 

To achieve this, first, following geometric properties of each 

extracted components are derived:  

1. Height (H) 

2. Width (W) 

3. Size(S)= H *W 

4. Area (A): Total no. of foreground (ON) pixels  

5. Aspect ratio: It is the ratio of a Width to Height. 

 

In our approach, solely horizontal text area unit are thought 

of. To develop the criterion for filtering out non-Gujarati-text 

regions, the following geometric features of horizontal 

aligned Gujarati text are observed:  

i. Gujarati Text always contains edges. 

ii. Gujarati Text areas have widths larger than their heights. 

iii. Gujarati Text is delimited in size. 

iv. The pixels of a single Gujarati character have nearly 

uniform intensity values or colors. 

v. There are no assumptions concerning what the image 

may contain, as an example it may have multiple lines of 

Gujarati text that require to be detected and isolated. 

 

Above observation becomes robust basis for formulating 

rules R1 to R5 that may distinguish between obvious 

spurious text regions and true text regions: 

R1. If the quantitative relation of size(S) to Area (A) is 

bigger than threshold Th1 as given in (3) then it is 
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thought of as non-text region.  It also discards complex 

contour shape region. 

S/A > Th1 (3) 

R2.  If Aspect ratio is bigger than Th2, then it is discarded. 

This rule will result in removing most of the abnormal 

area size contained in image. 

R3. If the height (H) of region is smaller amount than 

threshold Th2, then take away that region from further 

consideration. 

This guideline is employed to get rid of the long vertical 

lines which may be detected in the HL components of 

the wavelet transform.  

R4. The size of the region is another parameter that 

influences the results. To prune this kind of area, size of 

region is compared with threshold Th4 and if size of 

region is a smaller amount than threshold, then it is 

removed from further processing.   

R5. If region’s width is a smaller amount than Th5 then, that 

region are going to be discarded. 

In this research, values of thresholds Th1, Th2, Th3, Th4 and 

TH5 are set empirically which is 2.2, 0.5,25,310 and 40 

respectively.  

The system applies filtration to all CCs and only those 

complying with all the selection rules succeed in becoming 

the final candidate text region. Subsequently, the original 

image that is associated with the BB of candidate text region 

is detected, on which next step will be performed. 

 

IV. TEXT SEGMENTATION AND BINARIZATION 

 

After detecting text, it needs to be segmented from the 

background. Segmentation means to separate text area from 

the non-text, i.e. background. In general documents, the 

letters are black and the background is white. However, for 

the images used in this research, there is no prior 

information. Therefore, it is necessary to isolate the Gujarati 

text and background in a Gujarati text area.   

Using BB information, detected text is extracted from 

original image and is used as input data for the text 

binarization. Next two steps are repeated for each detected 

text region:  

 

Step-1: Distinctive located text region image is transformed 

into a gray image. Then Otsu [104] formula is applied on 

gray image to calculate an optimum threshold value (T). The 

calculated threshold T is used to binarize the gray image 

using (4) 

 









T  y),img_gray(x if,0

  y),img_gray(x if ,1
y)(x,img_binary

T
 (4) 

Where img_binary(x, y) is binary image correspond to gray 

image img_gray(x, y). 

Step-2: In this paper there is no assumption concerning text 

polarity (whether the text is bright on a dark background or 

dark on a bright background). The binarized text region 

obtained by step-1 represents the text as either 1 (or “White”) 

or 0 (or “Black”), i.e. text polarity is either positive (black 

text on a white background) or negative (white text on a 

black background).  

To eliminate the foreground-background ambiguity in 

addressing with such images, the entire area of the 

background and foreground is detected, and then polarity of 

the text is inverted, as required. If total area of the 

background (BG) is smaller than total area of the foreground 

(FG), then the binary image obtained in the process still 

remains; otherwise, the binarized image is inverted as in (5)  









FG

FG

BG  if  y)(x,img_binary

BG  if  y)(x,img_binary
 = y) (x,img_binary

-1

(5) 

In this way, the image img_binary(x, y) is made, which set 

intensity values of the text and background pixels, in order 

that text is white and background is black. 

 

V. DATASET AND EVALUATION PROTOCOL 

 

A. Dataset 

There are numerous public datasets, which have been proved 

as an invaluable resource and are widely used for 

performance assessment and comparative study of various 

techniques within the domain of text detection and 

recognition. ICDAR robust reading competitions are held on 

regularly in the direction of text detection and recognition. 

Some of available benchmark datasets are Oriented Scene 

Text Database (OSTD) [20], MSRA-TD500 [44], KAIST 

[46], ICDAR [58, 59, 60]. Besides these, CHAR74K [95], 

Street View Text (SVT) dataset, NEOCR- Multilingual 

image dataset, SVHN (Street View House Number), and IIIT 

5K-word are various additional available datasets. Most of 

the images of well-established datasets contain text in 

English and Chinese language and there is no dataset for 

Gujarati text. 

 

As no standard dataset of images for Guajarati text detection 

is available for this work, we have build a dataset which is 

challenging and consist of a set of images which are 

collected from a variety of sources, such as book pages, 

magazines, newspapers, advertisements, cover pages, logo, 

story books of children, slogan etc. The texts may be in 

several fonts, sizes and colors. While making this dataset we 

have considered images with texture, varying background 

and foreground text of various fonts, sizes and colors, so that 

the resulting set reflects robustness of the proposed model. 

The dimensions of each image vary and quality of each 

image may differ, depending on the quality of the paper on 

which text appears or printed etc. These images mainly focus 

on horizontal text. Dataset contains total 878 images.  
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B.  Evaluation protocol 

We evaluate the performance at the block level. The detected 

text blocks area represented by their bounding boxes. The 

following parameters are outlined for each detected block:  

1. False Negatives (FN): Those regions within the image 

which contain Gujarati text however omitted, i.e. text 

exists however not detected. In text, even single 

modifier/character missing is considered as false 

negative.  

2. False positive (FP): A detected block that does not 

contain text. 

3. True Positive (TP): A detected block that contains a 

minimum of one true Gujarati character, modifier or half 

character. Thus, a TP may or may not fully enclose a text 

line or word. Based on the dimensions of the characters 

within the image and spacing between the words the 

detected block may be composed of a single character or 

a complete word or a part of the word or a line. Detected 

block may also contain words from totally different lines 

if the words in several lines are connected by some 

background object. 

 

The performance measures units are outlined as follows: 

1. Recall (R)= TP / (TP + FN) 

2. Precision = TP /(TP+FP) 

3. F-measure:  F-measure is weighted harmonic mean, 

which is a single measure of algorithm performance, 

combine P and R and defined by (6) 

 

RP

F
1

)1(
1

1

 

   (6) 

Where α represents the relative weight between the 

P and R. In our analysis, the parameter α is set to 

0.5, giving equal weights to precision and recall in 

the combined measure f. 

 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

 

We conducted experiments on 878 images collected by us to 

evaluate the proposed method. The algorithm can handled 

several types of challenging scenario, e.g. texture, variations 

in text font, color, size. The final output is a binary image, 

where the text pixels appear in white on a black background 

Fig. 6 shows various steps of the proposed model. 

 
Figure 6. CC analysis (a) connected component (b) candidate 

text area after filter out non-text regions (c) Detected text 

region marked by red rectangle(d) isolated text region  (e) 

Binary of detected text 

 

 Fig. 7 show result before and after polarity detection step.  

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

 Figure 7. Image has text of both polarity (a) detected text (b) 

text binarization before text polarity step (c) text binarization 

after text polarity step 

 

Some outputs of the proposed system are presented in Fig. 8. 
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(a)  (b) (c) 

Figure 8.  (a) Detected text region marked with red BB (b) 

Isolated text region (c) Binary of text 

 

There is total 573 upper modifier anuswar (.). Out of this 528 

are correctly detected and extracted. So accuracy of anuswar 

detection is 92%.  

The proposed system has achieved a precision of 0.92, recall 

of 0.97 and f-measure of 0.94 for text detection, which is 

pretty appreciable as this system is the first ever work on 

Gujarat Text Detection from image. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION  
 

To the best of our knowledge, this study present first ever 

work for Gujarati printed text detection and extraction from 

images. The hybrid approach is employed to effectively detect 

and isolate foreground text, including upper modifier unuswar 

(.) which is normally mistaken as noise, from complex colour 

images. Text is clearly extracted from its background, so 

output of the projected work can be used as input to Gujarati 

OCR or text recognition program for text recognition. This 

work is able to detect texts of larges variation in images. This 

system can be improved by applying text verification 

methods. 
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